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Intro
Nobody would want to read another ordinary intro, like “Rank tracking tools are one of
the most common types of SEO software that many companies start out with.” Likewise,
nobody would want to develop another ordinary solution. 


Yet, doing so requires taking a lengthy deep-dive into the ocean of available solutions
aiming to locate valuable features worth adding to your product. To save you the trouble,
we’ve put together this white paper issue. In addition to ocean treasures in a fishbowl,
you’ll find a map leading to the uncharted waters inside.


In short, we’ve pinpointed the following:



How featured snippet deduplication update changed ranking reports
How to provide insights into search intent with SERP layout
Why you need to blend clear visualizations and easy-to-read data
How to choose a reliable clickstream data provider
What inspires new approaches to rank tracking
What are some gaps in the current market offering
The white paper contains a functionality overview of a selection of market players, both
new and long-established, tailored to small-to-midsize and enterprise businesses,
namely: Seobility, Pi Datametrics, SerpWatch, RankRanger, Myposeo, seoClarity.

TRENDS OVERVIEW
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It’s impossible to optimize what is not being measured. When measuring performance,
everybody surely wants to see the big picture. The question is, how much data is needed
to give SEOs the full picture of a website’s performance in SERPs. 


The search results data is ever-altering and ever-increasing. Rank tracking solutions
should turn this plethora of information into actionable analytics. What’s more, to reflect
SERP fluctuations with the highest accuracy, rank trackers should have the shortest
reaction time to search engine algorithm changes. 


One of the big-deal changes of 2020 in Google results’ layout is the featured snippet
deduplication update. 


Since January 22, 2020, featured snippet URLs no longer appear in the organic listing on
page one. Even if there are two featured snippets, Google deduplicates both regular
URLs to avoid providing the same results on the first page.
Following the update, rank tracking
solutions had to change the way they
reflect rankings.


About: SEO platform founded in 2013

Featuring: Rank Tracker

Pricing: $50 - $200/mo

Starting from February 24, 2020,
Seobility’s Ranking Monitoring Dashboard
counts featured snippets as #1 and
highlights them with a little flag.

Tracked search terms come with search volume and average CPC metrics. The tool also
helps to benchmark competitor positions.
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Seobility updates rankings for desktop every day, and for mobile - every three days. The
biggest package ($200) allows tracking a total of 1,500 keywords, setting up 15 projects,
and monitoring 30 competitors per project. 


However, the rank tracker misses an essential component - the possibility to track SERP
features other than the featured snippet. Seobility could make the tool more competitive
and win more customers by enhancing the ranking dashboard.
Data that will include all SERP features can be integrated through Advanced
SERP API for the same cost as fetching featured snippets, organic, and paid
results only: e.g., 100K requests with the standard priority cost only $75.
The featured snippet is, in fact, not the only crucial SERP element to spotlight in ranking
reports. Tracking all SERP features has long become essential. 


Every year Google is becoming far richer on various rich snippets. Sometimes they open
up new opportunities for getting traffic. However, if a website ranks first organically, but
there are several SERP features above it, they may harm the visibility and traffic for that
result, especially on mobile. 


Either way, SEOs need to understand the full SERP layout to uncover the value of
rankings in context. In particular, this can help them to gain insights into search intent.


About: enterprise SEO platform, launched in 2013

Featuring: Digital ecosystem tracking tool

Pricing: quotation-based, from $1500/mo

In December 2019, Pi Datametrics
added a ‘Digital ecosystem
tracking tool’ to their offering.
This AI-driven tool reveals the
combinations of SERP features
that Google displays for the
tracked query within a selected
timeframe. 
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These visually appealing reports help to spot patterns in data smoother and faster.
Changes in SERPs can be tracked on a monthly, weekly, daily, and even two-hour basis.

With the SERP matrix, SEOs can identify the shift in search intent the way Google
perceives it. For example, judging by the ad presence, here we can track when the intent
behind this query becomes commercial.

“New gadgets for men”

An increase in commercial intent as Black Friday Approaches
Pi Datametrics SERP Matrix
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Another great feature is the SERP Radar. It reveals what percentage of time from the
selected period each SERP feature was present in the results, and the percentage of
time the tracked site showed up in this feature.

However, the SERP Radar could do a better job if it also displayed metrics for each
keyword, such as search volume and CPC, instead of a simple list of the tracked search
terms. 



While the ‘Digital ecosystem tracking tool’ is an excellent solution for connecting all the
dots of SERPs, it lacks data on keywords that could be reviewed alongside the visuals.
Pi Datametrics is a sophisticated SEO platform, and it is possible to access data on the
tracked keywords through other tools of the stack. However, switching between tabs is
not a very convenient option. 

DataForSEO Google Ads API can provide competition, CPC, search volume,
and monthly searches for up to 700 keywords in a single request. This will cost
e.g., $750 for 10,000 real-time requests.
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The ‘Digital ecosystem tracking tool’ offers a unique approach to SERP analysis, but it
cannot function as a stand-alone solution. If Pi Datametrics combined these great
visualizations with essential SEO data in unified dashboards, they could offer the tool
separately for an additional fee. 


SerpWatch has implemented a fascinating blend of clear visualizations and easy-to-read
actionable data. In such a way, the software conveys a more comprehensive message
for users, and they can spin it into profitable business decisions faster.

About: SEO software

launched at the beginning of 2020

Featuring: Rank Tracker

Pricing: from $1/mo - custom

SerpWatch combines good visualization of
data in graphs with granular info on all
tracked keywords. The tool supports multiple
search engines: Google, Yahoo, Bing, and
Yandex, along with several Google
directories (Maps, News, and Shopping).
Pricing plans depend on the number of
tracked keywords, search engines, locations,
selected devices, and check frequency (from
daily to hourly).

An exciting feature is an overlay of Google updates on the website rankings graph, which
helps to understand how the algorithm changes impact the website’s visibility. 
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When a website appears in a featured snippet, this position is considered number one
and is shown differently from the organic first result. The table displays search volume,
cost per click (CPC), competition, and monthly dollar value for each keyword. The last
metric is estimated based on position and CPC.

SerpWatch has general and keyword overview dashboards. Both of them show Ranking,
Revenue, SERP features, and Analytics tabs, allowing users to check aggregate data for
all tracked keywords and more specific data for a particular keyword.  



For example, the general overview visualizes how many of the tracked search terms got
into SERP features. In the keyword overview, users can see the exact dates when their
website appeared in a specific SERP feature.
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However, there is a tab that does not show up in the general overview - Competitors. It
visualizes fluctuations in positions of competitor websites for the selected keyword
within the set timeframe.

The table in the keyword overview contains the list of exact URLs that rank for this
keyword, their positions, type of search result, title, and a snippet from SERP. 

The tool lets users connect their Google Analytics account and access website traffic
data from the Analytics tab inside the rank tracker. However, if SerpWatch supported
integration with the Google Search Console account to provide clicks and click-through
rate (CTR) for the analyzed search terms, the dashboards would be much more helpful in
displaying the KPIs. This data would empower customers’ SEO strategies and secure
a higher pricing benchmark for SerpWatch.
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Featured snippets appear on 23% of all Google results pages. Before the January
deduplication update, they were an opportunity to acquire additional traffic, getting a
website displayed twice in the results. On the date, appearing in the featured snippet
compared to being listed as a standard result can produce utterly different traffic
outcomes. Since both organic results and featured snippets can hold the first position in
SERP, it becomes crucial to differentiate them in rankings reports.
Adopting the tendency to count featured
snippets as #1, RankRanger went a bit
further. On January 27, 2020, its ‘Featured
Snippet Rank Insights Report’ introduced a
About: SEO & marketing platform 

differentiation between organic and featured
founded in 2009

snippet results ranking in position one. The
Featuring: Rank Tracker

visualization very clearly displays the
Pricing: $79/mo - custom
breakdown of keywords ranking first
organically and as featured snippets.
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The table below contains the exact URLs with keywords for which these webpages rank
as the first results. The SERP Features column indicates the featured snippet result
owned by the tracked website with the bolded Featured snippet icon, while the greyscale
icon indicates the top competitor's featured snippet. The rank tracker also shows other
SERP features found in the results, and if a website appears there, the corresponding
icon is bolded. 



What’s more interesting, the Rank Insight Report helps to understand the clicks and CTR
of featured snippet results alongside organic positions 1.

RankRanger supports integration with both Google Analytics and Google Search
Console. The latter allows reviewing clicks, impressions, and CTR inside the rank
tracker.



However, getting insights into competitor website performance is no less important than
tracking a proprietary website. But again, for a proper competitor analysis, reviewing the
positions alone is not enough. SEOs need to evaluate their competitor's traffic. Tools that
display this information in most cases rely on clickstream data providers. However, when
choosing one, you should be very careful.
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What you need to know

about clickstream
If the data sample you receive exposes any sensitive information, such as IP address or
GPS coordinates, chances are it will soon meet the same fate as Jumpshot.

Jumpshot
In January of this year, Avast announced that its marketing technology subsidiary,
Jumpshot will cease operation. The announcement came out following an investigation
by Motherboard and PCMag. They found that the data Avast was collecting through its
free antivirus app exposed highly sensitive web browsing information. Jumpshot was an
analytics firm selling data on “consumers’ entire path-to-purchase online.” Its customers
included companies like Google, Yelp, Microsoft, McKinsey, Pepsi, Home Depot, Condé
Nast, and more.

Nacho Analytics
Another example. Nacho Analytics was displaying data on competitor performance close
to how this data appeared in Google Analytics accounts. In July 2019, less than a year
after the launch, the company had to put a halt to sales. They tweeted that their data
partner ended its operation. As of now, they are closing all remaining accounts and
sending refunds to existing customers. 


The problem was that the tool showed all URLs visited by users, which resulted in the
exposure of non-password protected pages and leakage of sensitive data such as
business surveillance videos, tax returns, travel itineraries, and Facebook Messenger
attachments.

Hitwise
Data privacy issues also led to the closedown of Hitwise, a marketing company
delivering consumer behavior insights. As of February 2020, the company announced:
“Due to events outside of our control, Hitwise is winding down its operations.” It must be
connected with their earlier statement regarding the halt of daily, weekly, and monthly
metric updates: “Our primary clickstream data partner is no longer in a position to
provide Hitwise with data as of 28th January 2020.”


Very likely, this partner was Jumpshot, and Hitwise's operation heavily depended on it.
Some SEO software companies, like Moz, SEMrush, and Ahrefs, were not much affected
because Jumpshot was not their primary data provider.
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Getting back to what RankRanger has to offer, they provide a separate tool for checking
competitor performance. It displays positions, estimated traffic, and keyword metrics for
each tracked search term. Moreover, it shows the exact URLs that rank for each
keyword, indicates what SERP features are present in the results, and highlights those
occupied by the analyzed competitor.

Overall, RankRanger's capabilities are not limited to position tracking on standard
desktop and mobile Google search. The tool also works for YouTube, Google's Video
Box, Google for Jobs, Google Play, and Google's App Box (mobile). 


In terms of limits, the ultimate package ($399) includes 2,000 daily tracked keywords, 50
campaigns with 2 search engines per each, and reporting on top 100 competitors.


A nice improvement to RankRanger would be adding an overlay of Google updates. They
do have a Google algorithm monitoring service, but it is a separate tool. If embedded into
the overall ranking reports, this would give the users of the rank tracker a faster and
more comfortable way to understand the impact of specific algorithm updates on their
performance.
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Conclusion
Implementing an SEO strategy goes hand in hand with keeping a keen eye on rankings to
measure the performance and pivot the approach timely. The most important thing is the
measurement unit. Monitoring the positions alone won’t give SEOs the full picture of
website performance. 



The point is, higher rankings don’t promise higher traffic, and the aim is undoubtedly the
latter. The extensiveness of SERP features in Google results makes traffic per search
term the most important metric to monitor alongside rankings. Of course, SERP features
cannot be left out of ranking reports either. 



In light of this, rank trackers are adjusting their functionality to fit customer needs. The
key features we reviewed in the tools of this part include:
Featured snippet displayed as position one
Featured snippet differentiated from organic position one
Keyword metrics for each tracked query
Visual analysis of SERP features
A blend of visualizations and easy-to-read stats
Overlay of Google updates on ranking graphs
Integration with Google Analytics and Google Search Console
Clicks, impressions, and click-through rate for the analyzed search terms
Competitor positions, traffic, and SERP features

These are, in fact, the most crucial things a comprehensive rank tracking solution should
have. Such an extensive functionality will provide SEOs with a 360° overview of a
website’s visibility in search results and competitors’ performance.
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FURTHER CHALLENGES
The diversity of information surfaced by SERP features makes searchers’ attention shift
across the results page. A search behavior study by Nielsen Norman Group describes
the nonlinear SERP processing as the pinball pattern, explaining that searchers’ gaze is
bouncing between visual features and organic results. Moreover, the study findings show
that the presence and placement of rich visual elements in SERP affects the visibility of
organic listings.

The Pinball Pattern
Pinball

Machine

GAZE

PLOT
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Along with stealing a great deal of searchers’ attention, SERP features are stealing their
clicks as well. Moz’s study confirms that bouncing attention leads to the nonlinear
distribution of clicks on the page.
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Researchers from Moz also noted that people’s engagement with different SERP layouts
varies with search intent. For example, below you can see that the knowledge graph
received more attention and clicks for purchase intent query as it surfaced prices.

In contrast, the featured snippet was the first viewed element and drew more clicks for
an informational query because it efficiently highlighted a quick answer.
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Considering such a discrepancy in the distribution of clicks among highly volatile search
results, will organic listings stand a chance in the battle for searchers' attention? Or
rather, what these chances are?


Aiming to bring some clarity into this, Sistrix analyzed how organic CTR on the first page
changes depending on a specific SERP layout on mobile.


They found that CTR for position one may vary from 13.7% to 46.9% with the
presence of particular rich elements. For example, if the page features Google Shopping
ads above regular results, organic CTR goes way below average.
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These stats make one critical thing clear: occupying the same position, a website can
have a drastically different CTR due to the surrounding environment. Naturally, it makes
SEOs wonder if tracking website positions still has value. Spoiler: it does, but the old
measurement system is impaired.


The more ads and SERP features a page displays, the lower down the page organic
listing goes. Oftentimes, organic results sink below the fold, and searchers need to scroll
down the page to see them. But they rarely do so.
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A user behavior study by Backlinko found that only 9% of searchers make it to the end of
the first results page, let alone click on those results. RankRanger’s study that focused
on organic positions 3-5 found that, if shown above the fold, these results yield a 30%
higher CTR than when placed below the fold. 


We can see that searchers’ logic did not change much: the higher the result is placed,
the more authoritative and relevant it is considered. Thus, it drives more attention and
clicks. 


The problem is that SERP features also drive lots of attention, obviously, away from the
organic listing. Yet, another problem is that SERP features come in all shapes and sizes,
which means some rich results push organic listing further down the first page while
others allow several blue links to squeeze in above the fold. 


To cap it all, organic results soon won’t be equal and some will take more space on
SERPs. Google announced it will surface individual passages in search results. Upon
indexing the full page, Googlebot will locate parts of the page content that are most
relevant to the query. One highly relevant part will then be displayed on SERP. This
change will impact 7% of searches globally.
how can I determine if my house windows are UV glass
before

after

In the end, what we have is this: CTR is highly dependent on specific SERP layout, rank
in SERP does not reflect the actual placement of the result on the page, organic results
will soon look different. Apparently, correlating CTR to ranking position won’t give many
insights into the actual state of things. So, how to keep track of website performance in
such a volatile environment, and what is the possible measurement unit?
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EXISTING APPROACHES
Many SEO tools combine website rankings, indication of SERP features, and Google
Analytics metrics in one dashboard, which allows understanding the impact of a
particular SERP layout on the number of clicks a website gets in a certain position.
Similarly, with estimated traffic, an indication of SERP features, and rank displayed, it’s
possible to monitor competitor performance. 


As you can see, the traditional approach to rank tracking can remain useful. Yet, its
accuracy and efficiency are already shattered. Tracking website rank may be confusing
for evaluating potential performance and may lead to missed opportunities.


To solve this major issue, rank tracking tools will have to shift focus from ‘rank’ to
visibility. The optimum way to track website visibility in search results is by measuring its
real visibility in pixels. So far, we’ve seen only a few SEO tools adopting this outlook and
trying to figure out possible new metrics.  

Myposeo incorporated ‘Pixel Position’,
which refers to the actual distance in
pixels from the top of the page to the
Pricing: €18 - €499/mo

results with the tracked website.

However, it’s unclear how this metric can account for the features placed on the right,
such as the knowledge graph or Google shopping ads on the desktop. With merely pixel
position tracking, it is impossible to give users an accurate understanding of their
website’s visibility. 
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RankRanger came up with a different
metric they called ‘Absolute Visibility’
score that may be in the range from 0 to
Pricing: from $79/mo

10, where 10 equals the perfect win. 

In essence, the score shows the probability of getting your results viewed in SERP. The
score is calculated by weighing website pixel rank, and the impact of different SERP
features and SERP layout on the website visibility.


Alongside this metric, RankRanger also added the ‘ATF’ and ‘ATF Results’ columns
which stand for ‘above the fold’ and the number of results placed above the scroll line.

In RankRanger, users can get more context of their website performance. Yet, it’s
unclear how accurately the Absolute Visibility takes in various SERP features to measure
their impact on the value of ranking in a particular position. What’s also vague is how the
score treats the horizontal rank. For example, consider a news website position inside
the top stories feature placed above the fold on mobile, yet the website is ranking third
within the feature and is not visible unless the searcher scrolls left. 


Besides that, Absolute Visibility does not count in the website result’s pixel size, which
may significantly reduce the accuracy of reality reflection. Especially, considering
Google’s upcoming passage ranking update, which will make it crucial to differentiate
passage-featuring results from the regular ones. 
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Pricing: from $750/mo

Another attempt to puzzle things out was
made by seoClarity. They added the
‘Share of Visibility’ metric, which
considers the following parameters.

Pixel dimensions of each feature on SERP
Website’s pixel rank and pixel height
Where the website appears (above or below the fold)
Total number of organic results on the first page
Opportunity for organic placement above the fold
Keyword search volume. 

It is certainly a plus that seoClarity’s metric takes into account the pixel size of the result
where the tracked website appears. However, it’s again obscure how the ‘Share of
Visibility’ measures the value of horizontally placed results against those placed
vertically. 

 

As things stand now, we can see that rank trackers are transforming into visibility
trackers. Efficient visibility and revenue forecasts require new solutions for a more
accurate perception of search results based on their pixel rank and a deeper
understanding of searchers’ behavior. 
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OPPORTUNITIES

FOR INNOVATION
The increasing challenges associated with SERP visibility tracking are opening broad
horizons for the development of new solutions. There are many gaps in the current
market offering yet to be discovered and eventually filled. To lend you a helping hand,
we’ll name a few.

 

First off, the biggest gap is still left for a comprehensive visibility tracking solution.
Since there are many factors influencing website performance in search, why not
develop a tool that would account for all of them? 

 

For example, on top of pixel-based visibility and SERP layout tracking, a possible
solution could incorporate:
Search intent and search volume tracking alongside the query
Real-time score and historical data for website technical health
Current traffic alongside the estimation of potential traffic gains and losses
within the given SERP layout. 

The combination of this data in one overview would allow SEOs to faster understand
whether their website does not get the desired amount of traffic for a particular keyword
because of:
Visibility issues: too many competitors rank above their result or too many
SERP features occupy the ‘above the fold’ space reducing organic CTR
Content issues: the content of the URL does not (fully) satisfy the query intent,
so users do not land on the website or bounce back to SERPs
Website health issues: unresponsive page, usability issues, or other technical
problems make visitors bounce back to SERPs.

However, devising a tool to cover all these points will be quite expensive and lengthy,
since it requires machine learning for intent tracking and accurate projections of traffic
acquisition. 
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As for the recurring cost of data, it can be estimated based on DataForSEO APIs. The
following scope should be enough for 400 monthly users with up to 50K-pages websites
each:
SERP API

Google Ads API

SERP API provides pixel
rank and a wide spectrum
of SERP features. Data on
1M SERPs with real-time
requests will cost $6000

Google Ads API provides
essential keyword metrics.
You will get 700 keywords
returned per each request. 

1,429 real-time requests
will cost $108

On-Page API
On-Page API provides
comprehensive website
audit data. With “load
resources” enabled, you
can audit 20M pages for
$7500


Within the solution described above, you can also eliminate the unresolved issue with
tracking horizontal rank, e.g. inside SERP features, such as top stories. In DataForSEO
SERP API, we provide all essential components within SERP features as structured
items, e.g. each result inside the top stories feature is listed as "top_stories_element". In
this way, you can easily set up a filter for determining the rank of results inside SERP
features. 

 

In addition to that, we offer two perspectives on rank: absolute rank among all SERP
elements on the results pages and rank within a group of elements of the same type, e.g.
sequence of ads on SERP. 

 

Another untapped opportunity is a quality visualization of searchers’ behavior and
engagement with SERP. This could be both a stand-alone tool and a deep-dive view
complementing the solution above. 

 

While more SEO tools are trying to better reflect the search landscape, we have not yet
seen any tool visualizing the tracked result on the page as searchers see it with a
heatmap overlay of normal clicks distribution for the given SERP layout. Such
visualization would provide a deeper understanding of current performance and better
paint out potential progress. 

 

The tool could also provide a historical overview of the tracked result and SERP
alterations in a dynamic or animated form and could be used as a very illustrative
reporting solution.  
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Taking the concept further, such a solution could be used for estimating potential traffic
gains or losses in a particular position. For example, imagine a tool where users could
choose a particular result or feature from the SERP for the tracked query, and check the
estimated CTR they could get if their website occupied the selected position.


Such a tool could be useful from both SEO and SEM perspective, as it would provide
clicks estimation for all SERP elements, including ads. For example, SEOs could see
that, normally, searchers better interact with paid results on the analyzed SERP. Rather
than wasting effort on winning a higher organic position that promises poor traffic, SEOs
could consider adding such a query to their ad campaign. 

 

From the costs perspective, this tool is less complex and cheaper to develop. Basically,
it would require a heatmap library and HTML visualizations of SERP for the selected
query. As for the overlay of clicks distribution, there may be two paths:
Developing an algorithm in-house based on real-life studies of searchers
behavior with different SERP types
Incorporating machine learning 
Sure enough, the second path would be more expensive. Speaking of the recurring cost
of data, e.g. with our SERP API you could obtain both results’ rankings and HTML of 1M
SERPs for $1500 using high priority requests. If you incorporate pixel rankings as well,
the cost will increase to $3000.
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Final thoughts
We surely all have limited budgets, even though the horizons for new ideas may be
unlimited. For many SEOs, budget constraints also play a key role in choosing a rank
tracking solution. On the date, they have to play with the cards they’re dealt: only a few
tools are promising more efficiency, and those of better quality are also promising the
highest bills. 

 

Given this, for further research, we suggest taking a closer look at different SEO budget
thresholds, your potential competitors pricing benchmarks, and consider emerging SEO
strategies. Chances are, you’ll come up with a new concept for a more affordable and
sound solution fitting beyond the overlap.

About DataForSEO
DataForSEO is the leading provider of SEO data for the marketing
technology industry. With an API-led approach to data delivery,
DataForSEO is enabling hundreds of software businesses to enhance
their products with reliable, accurate, and fresh data. For more
information, please visit our website.

